There is a Wheel of Eternity . . .
I am White Eagle.
There is a Wheel of Eternity that foreshadows all that is to come. It rotates steadily
in the winds of time. Yet there is No Time. Time diminishes as the wheel rotates in
season. It cannot miss a season yet it is for All Time.
This riddle is forever in your heads for it is an aspect in the universe of time that is
No Time.
Placed in this illusion you do not know which way to turn and yet the turning is
inevitable for the wheel continues its rotation and marks the progress of the
spheres in their ever-unfolding evolution as was foretold. You can see through time
into the spacious heavens and there notice there is No Time.
What you see is an illusion. What you feel is only the base of it. You cannot see
beyond the stars that shine so brightly in your illusive world.
Take stock of what you remember . . . that which you know within you in the
deepest recesses of your heart and there find the stillness of throbbing life. The
Light within you shines brighter and brighter and within you sense that Holy Light –
that primitive early Light in which all began.
And there know who you are and where you came from for it is in the Light that the
Truth lies deeply within your soul.
Stay with the Light and let it bear you up into the Truth you seek, into the Light
everlasting that goes beyond Time, that knows No Time.
And there be still and know that I Am is God.
There rest your heart in the ever-present waves of Eternity that flow through your
soul in every dimension. Be washed in a flood of Light and walk into Eternal Bliss
where there is no time but only Light and Love – the Love that springs from the
very beginning and spreads throughout the Universe – the Love that creates, the
Love that maintains, the Love that destroys, the Love that is Now and Forever.
See it in the Light.
Know it in the Light.
Be it in the Light.
For it is Everlasting.
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